THE   CONSTITUTION  OF   1875
colour flag of the Revolution, now symbolic of the discord between
the two royalist parties, prevented the restoration of the monarchy.
The monarchist majority prolonged the provisional regime by
passing a measure, in concert with the republican left centre,
fixing seven years as President MacMahon's term of office, and
next by nominating a commission for the purpose of preparing
a draft constitution, which dragged on its work for more than a
year. The turnover of a few centre votes at last made it possible
for all the groups of the left, acting together, to form a very small
majority, which passed three 'constitutional laws' concerning the
public authorities, laying down a definitive system of government.
The term 'republic' was only indirectly introduced into these, in
an amendment passed by a majority of one vote, as part of the
title of the 'president of the Republic'.
constitution of 1875
The Republic established in 1875 had no connection with any
of the republican traditions of France. It lacked the feature that
had been inhcicnt in the very idea of a republic according to the
French tradition: that is, the explicit recognition of the sovereignty
of the people.1 The sole sovereign was the Congress, formed of the
two Chambers jointly, which alone was qualified to revise the
Constitution. Thus the system was purely 'representative3, and
power belonged to none but the representatives of the people.
The form of government was a parliamentary one, on the model
of the English monarchy, in opposition to the republican doctrine
of the 'separation of powers'. In theory the president possessed
all the powers of a king, but he could exercise none of them save
through the agency of a minister, and was responsible to nobody.
His term of office, seven years ~ an abnormal period for a republic
- was the result of a compromise between the four years called for
by the republicans and the ten years proposed by the royalists
on the model of 1852. The ministers, following an English prac-
tice, which now received the force of a legal principle, were 'jointly
responsible' to the Chambers, and that no longer in a legal sense
1 During the first Revolution the sovereign power of the people was manifested
by a vote ratifying the Constitution; the plebiscite of Imperial times was based
upon the same principle.

